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(57) Abstract: Certain embodiments include a computer-implemented method that includes receiving image data corresponding to a
three-dimensional (3D) parametric model, receiving a selection of a scope of the 3D model, receiving a selection of one or more base
lines for the scope, determining a slip type for the scope, calculating planes of the scope, calculating candidate dimension lines, se
lecting a dimension line of the candidate dimension lines based on dimension line placement rules, and displaying the selected di mension line adjacent to the scope that correspond to the selected one or more base lines. The calculated planes of the scope can be
based on the one or more base lines and the slip type. The calculated candidate lines can be based on the calculated planes and di mension line placement guidelines.

INTERACTIVE DIMENSIONING OF PARAMETRIC

¾ELS

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS
[0001]

This application claims priority to provisional application serial No. 627,134,485

filed March 17, 2015, entitled 'Interactive Dimensioning of Parametric Models," the entire
contents of which are herein incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes.
BACKGROUND
[0002]

In computer-aided design, dimensioning conventionally includes the placement of

dimension text, dimension lines, and extension lines customized for a single view point.
Dimension Sines are line segments that indicate the extent of a feature, while extension lines
visually connect the ends of a dimension line to the relevant feature in the model.
Dimensioning
[0003]

Within the field of technical drawing, dimensioning is the specification of the

dimensions of a three-dimensional

(3D) (world space) object via two-dimensional (2D)

(screen space) drawings. The goal is to add a necessary and sufficient number of dimension
lines to specify the geometry.
during machining.

Such a drawing may be used, e.g., for defining tolerances

As such, dimensioning is supported by rigorous international standards

(e.g., ISO 128-1). Typically, dimensioning takes place on an orthographic or plan drawing.
[0004]

Some contemporary commercial systems provide for the manual positioning of

world space dimensioning lines. For example, some systems allow the author to specify such
a world-space dimension line by clicking twice on the model to specify end points, and once
to give a offset location for the dimension line. Automatically positioning lines in 2D has
been contemplated

as well.

For instance, knowledge -based automatic dimensioning

introduces a rale-based system based on domain know-ledge that is implemented in Prolog.
Some developments have utilized both a rale-based expert system to dimension 3D objects
on a 2D diagram, and techniques such as occluding forbidden zones to constrain dimension

lines locations.

Some popular contemporary software tools perform a similar role of

positioning world space lines in 3D. However, tliese systems suffer from the fact that as the
user rotates the viewpoint, the dimension lines are often occluded by the model or other
dimension lines, i.e., they do not interactively adapt to the current viewpoint.
Labeling
[0005]

Optimally positioning text and symbols on maps, documents, or illustrations in such

a way that other labels and critical features are not occluded is typically a computationally
expensive operation; typically these problems are NP-hard (Non-deterministic Polynomialtime hard, from computational complexity theory).

One study introduced a method for

positioning a set of labels near the areas they refer to, thereby avoiding the silhouette of an
object in screen space. That is, positioning screen space labels in screen space. Positioning
world space geometry in screen space has been contemplated to position no -overlapping
subassemblies that explain a machine's function.

However, this system requires several

minutes to pre-compute geometry: something that is not possible in an interactive (e.g., rea time) editing system.

Other efforts have investigated placing labels by example, and

positioning labels at interactive frame rates in static or dynamic scenes.
3D Manipulators
[0006]

The problem of editing with dimension lines is related to 3D manipulation widgets.

When a user selects a tool, a number of different widgets may allow the user to manipulate
the current object, for example, scale in x , y , or z directions. Early systems positioned such
manipulators in world space and have remained in use to the present day. Domain-specific
widgets attached to the sub-objects being edited are also a common subject in graphics, and
are used to visualize available translations, deformations, or dimensions of an orientated
plane. Some contemporary- studies propose that authors pre-define several views in which

procedural modeling manipulators are well positioned on screen, in contrast to traditional
dimensioning techniques in which dimension lines are optimized only for one static view.
Parametric Models
[0007]

A parametric model takes a number of input parameters and uses these to create

corresponding output geometry.

Authors can create such models, and users edit the

parameters to quickly generate geometry variations, avoiding the need for them to become
familiar with the details of the modeling system. Typical examples are parameter-driven

scene graphs of 3D packages and node/shape trees generated by procedural modeling

systems, for example, CityEngine. Usually the nodes of such hierarchical models all have a
(possibly non-unique) name and an oriented bounding box.
Contemporary 3D Modeling Tools
[0008]

Dimensioning has been incorporated into many contemporary' 3D modeling

packages. As discussed above, current methods are mainly suited to a static viewpoint and
dimension lines are placed on a 2D drawing, or they are fixed in 3D world space such that if
the view point changes, the dimension lines can occlude the model, or intersect other
dimension lines. This problem is illustrated, for example, in FIGS. 1A and B. Better tools
are needed to address this issue.

BRIEF SUMMARY
[0009]

In certain embodiments, a computer-implemented method includes receiving image

data corresponding to a three-dimensional (3D) parametric model, receiving a selection of a
scope of the 3D model, receiving a selection of one or more base lines for the scope,

determining a slip type for the scope, calculating planes of the scope, calculating candidate
dimension lines, selecting a dimension line of the candidate dimension lines based on
dimension line placement rules, and displaying the selected dimension line adjacent to the
scope, the selected dimension line corresponding to the selected one or more base lines.
Calculating planes of the scope can be based on the one or more base lines and the slip type.
Calculating candidate dimension lines can be based on the calculated planes, and dimension
line placement guidelines. The scope may include a type and the method may further include

receiving a selection of the type of scope including one of a linear contour type, a linear
center type, a diametric type, a radial type, a spherical diametric type, and a spherical radial
type.
[0010]

In some embodiments, the selection of the one or more base lines for the 3D model

can be based on the type of scope. 'The type may include an orientation, and the selection of
the one or more base lines for the 3D model can further be based on the orientation of the
type. The method can further include determining when the scope is not visible in a current
orientation of the 3D model, and removing the placed dimension line until the scope becomes
visible.

In certain embodiments, the method may further include identifying an existing

dimension line associated with the 3D model. Selecting the dimension line of the candidate
dimension lines may be further based on whether the existing dimension line is placed in a

linear relationship with any of the candidate dimension lines. The slip type can include one
of a slip :=: scope type causing the calculated planes to directly correspond to the scope, a
slip=billboard type causing the calculated planes to directly correspond to a current camera
view of the 3D model, or an slip=object type causing the calculated planes to directly
correspond to dimensions of the 3 model.
[0 0 1 1 ]

In some embodiments, the dimension line placement guidelines can include one or

more of the following: dimension lines placed outside of 3D model where possible,
dimension lines maintain a minimum defined distance from the 3D model and existing
dimension lines, dimension lines located in planes which they apply or normal to a viewing
direction of the 3D model, dimension lines are only shown for visible features, avoid
placement of intersecting dimension lines, and grouping co-linear dimension lines where
possible. In some implementations, calculating planes of the 3D model, calculating candidate
dimension lines, and selecting of the dimension line can be performed and dynamically
updated in real-time as the 3

model is rotated in a 3D environment. The method can further

include displaying a user-manip datable handle on the selected dimension line, receiving a
user input corresponding to a movement of the handle, and manipulating the shape of the 3D
model based on the movement of the handle.

The handle can be used to dynamically control

a length of the one or more base lines in real-time.
[0012]

In certain embodiments, a computer-implemented system includes one or more

processors and one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage mediums containing
instractions configured to cause the one or more processors to perform operations including
receiving image data corresponding to a three-dimensional (3D) parametric model, receiving
a selection of a scope of the 3D model, receiving a selection of one or more base lines for the
scope, determining a slip ty pe for the scope, calculating planes of the scope based on the one
or more base lines and the slip type, calculating candidate dimension lines based on the
calculated planes and dimension line placement guidelines, selecting a dimension line of the
candidate dimension lines based on dimension line placement rules, and displaying the
selected dimension line adjacent to the 3D parametric model, the selected dimension line
corresponding to the selected one or more base lines.
[0013]

n some embodiments, the scope can further include a type and the method can

further include receiving a selection of the type of scope including one of: a linear contour
type, a linear center type, a diametric type, a radial type, a spherical diametric type, and a

spherical radial type, where the selection of the one or more base lines for the 3D model is
based on the type of scope. The type may include an orientation, and the selection of the one
or more base Sines for the 3D model can further based on the orientation of the type. The
system can further include instructions configured to cause the one or more processors to
perform operations including determining when the scope is not visible in a current
orientation of the 3D model, and remo ving the placed dimension line until the scope becomes
visible.
[0014]

In certain embodiments, the system can further include instructions configured to

cause the one or more processors to perform operations including identifying an existing
dimension line associated with the 3D model, where selecting the dimension line of the
candidate dimension lines is further based on whether the existing dimension line is placed in
a linear relationship with any of the candidate dimension lines. The slip type may include
one of a scope slip type causing the calculated planes to directly correspond to the scope, a
billboard slip type causing the calculated planes to directly correspond to a current camera
view of the 3D model, or an object slip type causing the calculated planes to directly
correspond to dimensions of the 3D model.

In some embodiments, the dimension line

placement guidelines can include one or more of the following:

dimension lines placed

outside of 3D model where possible, dimension lines maintain a minimum defined distance
from the 3D model and existing dimension lines, dimension lines located in planes which
they apply or normal to a viewing direction of the 3D model, dimension lines are only shown
for visible features, avoid placement of intersecting dimension lines, and group co-linear
dimension lines where possible.
[0015]

In certain embodiments, calculating planes of the 3D model, calculating candidate

dimension lines, and selecting of the dimension line is performed and dy namically updated in
real-time as the 3D model is rotated in a 3D environment.

The system may further include

instructions configured to cause the one or more processors to perform operations including
displaying a user-manipulatable

handle on the selected dimension line, the handle to

dynamically control a length of the one or more base lines in real-time, receiving a user input
corresponding to a movement of the handle, and manipulating the shape of the 3D model
based on the movement of the handle.
[0016]

In some embodiments, a computer-implemented

method includes receiving image

data corresponding to a three-dimensional (3D) parametric model, displaying a dimension

line adjacent to the parametric model, the dimension line corresponding to a base line on the
parametric model, where the dimension line is positioned to avoid obscuring the parametric
model, receiving a user input corresponding to a change in a viewpoint of the 3D parametric
model, changing the orientation of the 3D parametric model based on the user input, and
repositioning the dimension line in real-time as the orientation of the 3D parametric model is
changed, wherein the dimension line is positioned such that it does not obscure the
parametric model.

The method can further include displaying a user-controllable handle on

e dimension line to control a length of the corresponding base line, receiving a user input
corresponding to a user-manipulation of the handle on the dimension line, and changing the
shape of the 3D parametric model based on the user input.
[0017]

Embodiments of the invention relate to a system for the interactive positioning of

dimension lines.

A set of design principles for interactive dimensioning are provided

including an algorithmic framework incorporating these principles

n some cases, an author

can specify the interactive behavior of dimension lines. An algorithm uses this description to
select the final dimension line positions from among candidate positions.

Multiple

extensions, including chained dimension lines, indirect parameters, different handle types
(e.g., boolean and rotational handles), and the use of dimension lines for interactive editing.
Further, embodiments utilizing this framework can provide interactive frame rates when
editing architectural, botanical, and mechanical models.
[0018]

Systems and methods of the invention are configured for receiving image data

corresponding to a three-dimensional (3D) parametric model, displaying the 3D parametric
model and a corresponding dimension line, receiving a user input corresponding to a change
in a viewpoint of the 3D parametric model, changing the orientation of the 3D parametric
model based on the user input, and repositioning the dimension line outside of the newly
oriented 3D parametric model to prevent obscuration of the parametric model.

The

dimension line corresponds to a line on the parametric model and may be user-configurable
to control a length of the corresponding line on the parametric model. The dimension line is

positioned outside of the parametric model to avoid obscuring the parametric model.

In

response to changes in a length of the dimension Sine, systems and methods may recalculate
and display the updated 3D parametric model, and reposition the dimension line accordingly.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0019]

FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate aspects of a dimension line layout in conventional systems

that produce static positions in a world space where multiple undesirable artifacts are present.
[0020]

FIGS. 3-4 iiilustrate aspects a dimension line layout that enables a user to

interactively inspect a model while dimension adapt when the camera (v iew point) moves,
according to certain embodiments.
[0021]

FIGS. 5-6 illustrate aspects of using dimension lines for editing a parametric model

as well as extensions that allow the visualization and control of model parameters other than
distances, according to certain embodiments.
[0022]

FIG. 7 illustrates aspects of dimension lines positioned in various ways on a model

including good and bad positions, according to certain embodiments.
[0023]

FIG. 8 illustrates aspects of creating an interactive dimension line on a parametric

model, according to certain embodiments.
[0024]

FIG. 9 illustrate examples of good and bad dimension lines to illustrate preferred

underlying dimension line placement principles, according to certain embodiments.
[0025]

FIG.

illustrates a number of examples showing how an author can define a type

and orientation of interactive dimension lines for a scope, according to certain embodiments.
[0026]

FIG. 1 1 illustrates two scope aligned planes passing through a base line in a

slip=scope configuration, according to certain embodiments.
[0027]

FIG. 12 illustrates a scope aligned single plane passing through the base line

oriented in the view direction in a slip=billboard

configuration,

according to certain

embodiments.
[0028]

FIG. 13 illustrates a set of global planes aligned to the model's geometry in a

slip=object configuration, according to certain embodiments.
[0029]

FIG. 14 illustrates the process of finding a guide line and using it to position a new

candidate line, according to certain embodiments of the invention.
[0030]

FIG. 15 illustrates the geometric construction of candidate lines, according to

certain embodiments of the invention.

[0031]

FIG.

6 is a simplified flow diagram showing aspects of generating a dimension

line, according to certain embodiments.
[0032]

FIG. 17 illustrates two dimensional screen space offset calculations, according to

certain embodiments.
[0033]

FIG.

8 illustrates the computation of four distance fields to approximate the

silhouette of the model, according to certain embodiments.
[0034]

FIG.

illustrates a damping effect, according to certain embodiments.

[0035]

FIG. 20 illustrates aspects of using chained dimension lines to align final lines from

the same parameter, according to certain embodiments.
[0036]

FIG. 2 1 illustrates a facade with 3 parameters dimensioned using chain lines,

according to certain embodiments.
[0037]

FIG. 22 illustrates the computation of a set of object planes, according to certain

embodiments.
[0038]

FIG. 23 the updating of a distance filed as dimension ines are placed, according to

certain embodiments.
[0039]

FIG. 24 illustrates the positioning of an indirect dimension line to control a total

floor area, according to certain embodiments.
[0040]

FIG. 25 illustrates how a boolean handle is used to switch between a schematic and

a realistic tree, according to certain embodiments of the invention.
[0041]

FIGS. 26a-26e illustrate the creation of dimension lines that are visible, usable, and

consistent with dimension line placement principles at a w de range of angles and fields of
view, according to certain embodiments.
[0042]

FIG. 27 illustrates how changing the configuration of the model causes the

dimension lines to recalculate their positions, according to certain embodiments.
[0043]

FIG. 28 illustrates how object planes allow a large number of parameters on a

model of a galleon to remain clear and distinct, according to certain embodiments.
[0044]

FIG. 29 illustrates how it can be difficult to understand the behavior of many

dimension lines in certain figures.

[0045]

FIG . 30 illustrates the difficulty of positioning dimension lines in certain models.

[0046]

FIG. 3 illustrates aspects of creating and positioning dimension lines, according to

certain embodiments.
[0047]

FIG. 32 shows aspects of an alternative method for placing dimension lines on a

parametric model, according to certain embodiments
[0048]

FIG. 33 depicts an example of a typical use of the systems described herein,

according to certain embodiments.
[0049]

FIG. 34 shows an alternative process for finding a set of object planes, according to

certain embodiments.
[0050]

FIG. 35 illustrates a computer system for performing interactive dimensioning of

parametric models, according to certain embodiments.
[0051]

FIG. 36 depicts a simplified diagram of a distributed system for providing a system

and method for interactive dimensioning of parametric models, according to certain
embodiments.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0052]

According to certain embodiments of the invention, systems and methods are

introduced for interactive dimensioning of parametric and procedural models.

The

embodiments can be used in traditional modeling packages, or to create simplified intuitive
3D editing tools for novice users, among their many other uses. Editing with interactive

dimensioning can be very fast and may only require a minimal understanding of the
underlying parametric model.

Applications can be found in entertainment, architecture,

geography, rapid prototyping, 3D printing, or any suitable environment.
[0053]

In the traditional form, dimensioning includes the placement of dimension text,

dimension lines, and extension lines customized for a single vie

point. Dimension lines

may be line segments that indicate the extent of a feature on a model, while extension lines
visually connect the ends of a dimension line to the relevant feature in the model.
[0054]

Dimensioning has been incorporated into many 3D modeling packages. However,

current methods are mainly suited to a static viewpoint and are typically completely manual.
In these methods, dimension lines are placed on a 2D drawing, or they are fixed in 3D world
space. If the view point changes, the dimension lines can occlude the model, or intersect

other dimension lines (see FIGS. 1 and 2). Embodiments of the invention include a method
to extend dimensioning to the interactive, perspective rendering of 3D models.

A set of

design principles for interactive dimensioning (see FIG. 7 for examples of good and bad
dimensioning) is presented, as well as how interactive dimension lines can be defined. An
algorithm to position dimension lines in real-time is described, according to a current camera
view, as illustrated in FIGS. 3-4. Furthermore, techniques for using dimension lines to edit
direct and indirect parameters are described, as shown in FIGS. 5-6.

These concepts,

optionally combined with novel 3D handles for editing various parameter types, can create a
more intuitive user experience than conventional systems.
[0055]

Thus, certain embodiments of the invention relate to a system for the interactive

positioning of dimension tines. A set of design principles for interactive dimensioning are
described that provide an algorithmic framework incorporating these principles.

In some

embodiments, an author can specify the interactive behavior of dimension lines.

An

algorithm, as defined below, can use this description to select the final dimension line
positions from among candidate positions. In some cases, multiple extensions are possible,
including chained dimension lines, indirect parameters, different handle types (e.g., boolean
and rotational handles - discussed below), and the use of dimension lines for interactive

editing. Furthermore, the framework described herein can provide interactive frame rates
when editing models (e.g., architectural, botanical, mechanical models, etc.).
[0056]

FIGS. 1-2 show how conventional systems for dimension line layout produce static

positions in world space (see dimension lines

10-160). Such static dimension lines can be

undesirable as after being rotated in a three-dimensional view, multiple artifacts can be
visible. For instance, some of the dimension lines occlude the model (see, e.g., lines 210,
220, 240, 250), intersect other dimension imes (see, e.g., lines 210, 220, 240, 250, 260), or

they no longer have a desirable spacing from the model and other dimension lines (see, e.g.,
lines 210-260). Note that lines 10-160 correspond to lines 2 0-260, respectively.
[0057]

FIGS. 3 and 4 show how a user can interactively inspect a model 300/400 while

dimension lines are well positioned in a view-dependent manner, i.e., the dimension lines
adapt and move to preferred locations when the camera moves, according to certain
embodiments. An architectural structure is shown and rotated counter-clockwise about 80
degrees between FIGS. 3 and 4 . Some of the dimension lines are shown to illustrate the

concept of prefeired placement. Note that dimension lines 310-330 coirespond to dimension
lines 410-430, respectively.
[0058]

FIGS. 5 and 6 show how dimension lines can be used for editing a parametric model

500/600, as well as extensions that allow the visualization and control of model parameters

other than distances, according to certain embodiments.

For instance, handle 510 can be

manipulated by a user to alter the parametric model in certain dimensions. Note the preferred
placement of the dimension lines as the model is both altered and rotated.

Preferred

placement guidelines are further discussed below.
[0059]

In FIG. 7, dimension lines can be positioned in various ways on a 3D model.

According to common design guidelines, there are good positions (dimension lines 710-730
for

cubes 700, and dimension lines 780, 785 for the cylinders 770), and bad positions

(dimension lines 740-760 for cubes 700 and dimension lines 790, 795 for cylinder 770). The
reasons why the dimension lines may be characterized as good or bad positions is discussed
below.
Interactive Dimension Lines
[0060]

In contrast to prior static dimensioning work, embodiments of the invention include

systems that do not require the author to manually position dimension lines. Instead, the
author can assign a (e.g., numeric) parameter to one or more scopes in the parametric model,
and specify the behavior of the resulting dimension line. The system can then interactively

compute the best position for the dimension line, given the current camera view, according to
the certain interactive design principles (see Interactive Dimensioning Principles) and
dimension line properties as further discussed below.
[0061]

FIG. 8 gives an overview of a real-time computation process for determining a

preferred location for a dimension line corresponding to a feature

0 on a rotated parametric

model 800, according to certain embodiments. For each frame during rotation, the system
evaluates the assigned scope (feature 810) in order to calculate the initial positions for the
dimension lines, called base lines (820, 822, 824, 826), as shown in (A). The base lines are
then offset to create candidate lines (830, 832, 834 - showing a subset of a l candidate lines),
one of which will be selected.

In (a), candidate line 830 would be selected as a final

dimension line given its location and adherence to the "Interactive Dimensioning Principles"
and a corresponding scoring function that evaluates each candidate line.

In (b) and (c), the

final dimension line changes its location based on the orientation of the scope and other
considerations (e.g., model 800 and interactive dimensioning principles).
[0062]

In summary, to create an interactive dimension line on a parametric model, the

author (e.g., person or machine) assigns a parameter to a scope 810 (yellow), and, per-frame,
the system then computes candidate lines (e.g., 830, 832, 834)(iight orange) and selects,
using a scoring function, a final dimension line (e.g., 840, 850)(dark orange) for a given view
direction (see (b) and (c)). The term scope typically refers to abounding box and its name.
Interactive Dimensioning Pnnciples
One key objective for dimension lines ananged on an object is easy and intuitive
comprehension.

Thus, to manually place the dimension lines in a preferred manner, a

designer makes subjective design choices based on view arrangement, size, function, contour,
or spacing, by following certain general guidelines. Thereby, one typically follows common
design guidelines and design principles for the interactive positioning of dimension lines.
[0064]

FIG. 9 illustrates the implementation and violation of certain guidelines and design

principles for interactive positioning of dimension lines on a parametric model, according to
certain embodiments. Examples of good (green -b, i, m, n, o) and bad (red -a, c, d, e, f, g, h,
j , k, 1) dimension lines are shown to illustrate the underlying design principles. The following
list of interactive dimensioning principles may not be exhaustive. Other guidelines may be
incorporated and, in some cases, may be preferable to the principles listed below.
( )

In some embodiments, dimension lines should be placed outside of the model (e.g.,
see b and i in FIG. 9) and not obscure the model or its contours (e.g., such as a, d, h

and
(2)

).

In some embodiments, dimension lines should maintain a minimum screen space
distance from the silhouette of the object and from other dimension lines (e.g., unlike
e and f).

In FIG. 9, for example, a distance of handleSpacing

30 pixels is used.

The distance may be a default distance, or may be selected or programmed distance of
any suitable magnitude.
(3)

In some embodiments, dimension lines should be drawn in the planes to which they

apply (e.g., such as b, but unlike c of FIG. 9). In case of curved objects such as a
cylinder, they should be drawn in the planes normal to the view direction (e.g., such

as i, but unlike g of FIG. 9). This is also shown in FIG. 7 (preferred lines 780, 785

versus non-optimal lines 790, 795).
In some embodiments, dimension lines should be shown for visible features. That is,

features that are not visible from a current camera angle (point-of-view) should not
have a corresponding dimension line. For example, scope

0 shown in (b) should

not include a dimension line if the model 800 was rotated clockwise

80 degrees

because it would not be visible.
In some embodiments, dimension lines should be as close to the feature that they

measure as possible (e.g., dimension line n is preferable to 1or k), but not closer than
the minimum screen space distance of item (2) above.
In some embodiments, shorter dimension lines should be placed inside longer

dimension lines (e.g., unlike dimension lines j and k . Line j should have been placed
inside of k, or closer to the model).
In some embodiments, dimension lines intersecting each other, or intersecting

extension lines, should be avoided (e.g., unlike d or k).
In some embodiments, dimension lines should be grouped together (i.e., co-linear or

co-planar) as much as possible (e.g., like n and o). FIGS. 3-6 also show good use of
co-linear dimension lines (e.g., dimension lines 330 and 340).
In some embodiments, dimension lines should avoid jumping during interactive

navigation. For instance, moving a dimension line from one side to the opposite side
during interactive navigation (e.g., model or scope rotation) is disfavored and should
occur if other candidate lines are not preferable.
In some embodiments, dimension lines should be as long as possible.

Due to

perspective projection, dimension lines can have different lengths depending on their
placement. For instance, in FIG. 3, dimension line 330 is shown longer in FIG. 4
(line 430) because it is closer to the viewing angle (viewer point-of-view).

The

dimension line in each case extends completely from one end of the feature (building

floor) to the other, and not a portion thereof.

[0065]

The design principles listed above leave room for many choices. Thus, the author

(e.g., human or computer automation) can influence the interactive behavior of the dimension
lines by specifying the following properties:
[0066]

Scope: The scope can identify a bounding box for applying the dimension line

placement principles and positioning the parametric model's base lines.

In some cases, a

name can identifies zero or more scopes in a parametric model. If multiple scopes have the
same name, they may share all properties.

In some cases, the model itself can be the scope.

For instance, the cube in FIG. 7 may be defined as the scope. A scope may be a portion of an
overall object (parametric model).

For instance, the rectangular cube 810 of FIG. 8 is the

scope of model 800. In another example, a parametric model may be an image of a teapot
(not shown). The scope (bounding box) of the teapot may be a cube surrounding it. That is,
the scope can describe the space affected by the interactive dimensioning described herein. A
user can define the scope.

In some cases, scope identification and/or selection can be

automated or may be a combination of user/computer contribution.
[0067]

Type: The type can define the position of the base Sine. The type can be selected by

the author, which may be a user or computer. FIG. 10 shows several different types of base
lines for a scope including, but not limited to, a linear contour
diametric

30, a radial

60, a spherical diametric

type is selected based on the optimal representation.

0, a linear center

20, a

40 , and a spherical radial 1050. The
For example, cube 700 of FIG. 7 may be

best represented by scope having the same dimensions with a linear contour type the scope
includes linear baselines (e.g., a window in a building), a linear contour base line (FIG. 10,
row 1010) may be optimal. However, cylinder 800 of FIG. 7 may be best represented by a
scope of a diametric type 1030 or radial type 1060. The teapot example above may be best
represented by a linear center type 1020. Although the scope may be a cube around the
teapot, the dimension line defining a feature of the teapot (e.g., length) may be better
represented by the center line.

One of ordinary skill in the art with the benefit of this

disclosure would understand how to select the type of base line based on the polygonal
properties of the object of interest (i.e., the parametric 3D model).
[0068]

Orientation: Each type can also have an orientation, either relative to the scope or

the screen (i.e., point-of-view of the viewing angle). Linear contour (row 1010) and linear
center (row 1020) can have one of six scope relative orientations.

Diametric (row 1030) and

radial (row 1060) have three scope relative orientations each, which are combined with the

camera position to compute the base line locations.

Finally, spherical diametric (1040) and

spherical radial (1050) base positions are specified by the scope and one of two screenrelative directions.

One of ordinary skill in the art with the benefit of this disclosure would

understand how to select the orientation of the base line(s) based on the polygonal properties
of the object of interest (i.e., the parametric 3D model).
[0069]

Slip: After selecting the scope, type, and orientation, the author can specify the

offsetting behavior as object, scope or billboard. This is motivated by design principle 3 (i.e.,
dimension lines should be drawn in the planes to which they apply) and defines the directions
in which the base lines are translated, when they are moved outside the silhouette (i.e., the
parametric model) (see also Dimensioning in Real-Time). For example, in FIG. 7 (left cube),
the dimension lines are aligned with the 3D planes of the scope. That is, the scope and object
(i.e., 3D model) are the same (i.e., slip = scope).

The dimension lines are positioned on

planes defined by the scope (i.e., they move in the direction of the planes as their placement
is determined).

FIG.

shows an example of where slip=scope may apply. In some cases,

slip=scope may be preferred for polygons with planar surfaces.
[0070]

In some cases, a slip==scope may not apply. In FIG. 7 (cylinders 770), the direction

that the dimension lines move would not be best represented by the direction of the scope
(e.g., cube-shaped bounding box). Here, the preferred representation is perpendicular to the
viewing angle (i.e., "camera view"), or slip=screen (billboard). Referring back to FIG. 7, the
cylinder on the left is set to slip=billboard, and the cylinder on

e right is set to slip=scope.

FIG. 12 shows an example of where slip=billboard may apply.

In some cases, s3ip==scope

may be preferred for polygons with curved surfaces.
[0071]

A third slip type is slip=object. Slip=object is similar to s3ip==scope, but it applies to

the entire object, which may be the entire parametric model. For example, referring back to
FIG. 8, feature (rectangular box) 8 10 can either be defined as a portion of the model 800 with
slip==scope (scope being feature 810 itself), or the entire parametric model 800 can be

selected with slip=object, such that the best planes to place the dimension lines are found
around the entire model 800 as a whole.

FIG. 13 shows several planes 1310-1340 found

around object 1300 that can be used to determine dimension lines. FIG. 2 1 shows an object
having several base lines with slip=object. One of ordinary skill in the art with the benefit of
this disclosure would understand how to select the slip based on the polygonal properties of
the object of interest (i.e., the parametric 3D model).

[0072]

Alignment: Finally, the author can specify the preferred dimension line location:

top, bottom, left, right, top-left, top-right, bottom-left, bottom-right, or no-preference. This

permits the authoring of predictable layouts (e.g., a height dimension line that is on the
screen-right of the model), and leads to more stable positioning during navigation.
[0073]

For example, in common practice the height of a cuboid is dimensioned using the

linear contour type combined with the scope-aligned behavior, as in FIG. 10 (type=linear
contour, orientation=up, slip=scope).

Another common use case is the billboard behavior

applied to the types linear center, diametric or radial The typical example is a cylinder with
a height parameter (type=linear center, orientation=up, slip=billboard) and a diameter
parameter (type=radial, orientation=up, slip=billboard), as green dimension lines of FIG. 7,
cylinder 770. However, all behaviors can be applied to any type and direction.
[0074]

Referring back to FIG. 10,

the author can define type and orientation of the

interactive dimension lines. In Row 1010: The base lines for the linear contour type are
placed on the edges of a scope (cube). This results in four distinct base lines depending on
the specified orientation . In Row 1020: One base line is placed in the middle of the scope for
the type linear center. n Rows 1030 and 1060: Diametric & radial types are most suited to
cylindrical objects. To position these base lines, ellipses (1032) are located on scope faces
identified by the orientation; the cross product of the view direction and ellipse normal (

34)

is then projected onto the ellipse to find the base line orientation. In Row 1040 and 1050:

Spherical diametric & spherical radial types are suited to spherical objects. These align a
sphere (1042) within the scope, positioning base lines with either horizontal or vertical
screen-space orientation within the sphere.
Dimensioning in Real-Time
[0075]

Some underlying methods of a real-time dimensioning system are described,

according to certain embodiments. Typically, each parameter in a parametric model may be
processed to find a final dimension line. To illustrate, one parameter may give rise to 1-4
base lines for a single scope.
depending on the slip behavior.

Each base line can be associated with I or more planes,
For each pair (base line, plane) we can create up to 2

candidate lines. One candidate line can be selected as the final line to be rendered. During
interactive navigation by the user, the system computes this position of each parameter's final
line per frame.

That is, as a model is manipulated (e.g., rotated, sized, etc.), the system

computes a dimension line for one or more parameter of the parametric model in real-time computing and selecting a final line for every frame of the 3D representation.
[0076]

Each slip behavior can translate base lines in different directions to find candidate

lines outside the silhouette. This slip direction can be defined by a partially bounded plane
associated with each base line. If final lines have already been placed on the plane, it may be
possible to position the candidate in a co-linear fashion to one of these lines. Otherwise, the
base line "slips" along the plane, parallel to itself in world space, until it is outside the
silhouette. There can be three options for defining planes: scope and billboard (see FIGS.
and 12) create planes relative to the base line, while object (see FIG. 13) uses a global pre-

computed plane set. As illustrated in FIGS. 7-8, different models require the author to select
different slip behaviors. If this process fails to find any candidate lines, the final ine can be
positioned inside the silhouette (object).
[0077]

Referring back to FIG. 10 : getScopeP lanes in Algorithm 1 (below) aligns two scope

aligned planes through base line 1110. For FIG. 11: getBBoardP lanes creates a single plane
through base line 12 10, oriented in the view direction.
[0078]

Referring to FIG. 13: P o j

t

defines a set of global planes ( 13 0- 1340) aligned to the

model's geometry. In such cases, the planes may not typically pass through the base line's
scope. A base line 3 2 finds a candidate position ( 13 4) on a plane (13 10).
[0079]

Algorithm 1 (see below) gives an overview of this process, according to certain

embodiments. It describes how the final dimension line for a parameter

is computed for the

viewpoint v (i.e. point-of-view, camera angle). The function geiDimensionlJne is called for
each parameter in an ordered list of parameters (e.g., for a parametric model).
Algorithm 1 getDimensionLine ( p, v)
1: if _ ,isScopeVisible( p.scope, v) then return 0
2 : B getBaseLines( p .scope, p . type, p . orient v)
3: if p .slip s o then P = getScopePlanestB, p.scope)
4 : else if p.slip=billboaxd
P =getBBoardPlanes(S. v)
5: ls / / '., , ,
6 : G = findExistingGuidesGnPlanestP. Gsnap )
7 : C = getCandidatesOnGuides(¾ G)
8 : ί ί'
C compute WithSilhouette(J3, P, )
9 : if = t en C = B
10: d = computeWinner(C, p .align, v)
11: add d to Gsnap
12: return d

[0080]

I line 1, a dimension ime is eliminated if all scopes lie outside the view frustum, or

are obscured by the model (e.g., using hardware occlusion from the previously rendered
frame), which corresponds to item (4) of the interactive dimensioning principles. Thus, if the
scope is obscured or not visible, then the process ends.
set,

B,

If the scope is visible, the base line

can be set up according to the properties defined by the author.

In lines 3-5 of

Algorithm 1, the set of planes P on winch candidate lines will be positioned are computed.
FIGS. 11-13 illustrate how planes are generated depending on the property slip. In case the
latter is object, the set of object planes

used.

o /e

obj ec

can be pre-computed

by

clustering base lines, as described below with respect to object plane locations.
[0081]

Next, dimension lines are grouped together (according to principle 8), if possible.

Therefore, a per-frame global set of guide lines, i.e., positions to snap to: Gsn

{

is maintained.

These guide lines can correspond to dimension lines from previously processed parameters
(see Sine

) . Thus, in line 6, all the guides in Gs

a

that lie o the planes in

P

may be found.

From the resulting set of guides, G, the guides with available space to place our dimension
line are selected. This process is illustrated in FIG. 14. This results in our candidate lines on
guides, C . In the case that C is empty at this point, the candidate lines cannot snap to an
existing guide (line 8), and a new candidate line using the silhouette algorithm is computed

(see Silhouette Line Placement).
fallback position.

If, again, C is empty, the base lines (line 9) can be a

This can result in a dimension line placed inside the object fallback

behavior when the user has zoomed in and the silhouette is not visible.
[0082]

n line 10, the best possible (i.e., preferred) line, d, may be selected from the set of

candidate Sines, C, using a scoring function (see Finding the Final Dimension Line).
[0083]

Referring back to FIG. 14, the left image shows a final line (b) in Gsnap, and a

baseline (a) which is being processed. In the right image, the guide line (dashed orange) is on
the same plane as (a), and is used to position the new candidate line (c).
[0084]

FIG.

6 shows a simplified flow chart

600 for generating a dimension line for a

parametric model, according to certain embodiments. Method 1600 (as well as tSie methods
depicted in FIGS. 32-33 discussed below) can be performed by processing logic that may
comprise hardware

(circuitry,

dedicated

logic, etc.), software operating

on appropriate

hardware (such as a general purpose computing system or a dedicated machine), firmware
(embedded software), or any combination thereof. In certain embodiments, method 1600 can

be performed by processor 2530 of FIG. 35, multiple processors, or other suitable computing
device, as discussed with respect to FIGS. 35. Method 1600 can correspond to Algorithm 1
above, according to certain embodiments.
[0085]

At step 6 10, method 1600 includes receiving image data corresponding to a three-

dimensional parametric model. The parametric model can be any suitable size or shape. Any
type of image data can be processed (e.g., CAD, .dwg, LIDAR, or other suitable 3D data). At
step 1620, method 1600 includes receiving a selection of a scope of the 3D model. If the
scope is obscured or is not visible, then method
[0086]

600 ends.

At step 1620, method 1600 includes receiving one or more scopes of the parametric

model. The scope may be selected by a user or the selection may be automated, as discussed
above. At step 1630, method 1600 includes receiving the base lines for the scope. A single
base line or multiple base lines may be selected. In addition to the base lines, the type and
orientation of the base lines are selected, as further discussed above. At step 1640, method
1600 includes determining a slip type for the scope. The slip type and the one or more base

lines can be used to determine (calculate) what planes are used to calculate candidate
dimension lines.

Typically, if siip==scope, planes can be used directly from the scope (e.g.,

top, left, bottom, right, etc.) and these fixed planes can be stored in P (see Algorithm 1). If
slip=billboard,

then billboard planes are calculated,

which are typically

nonnal

or

perpendicular to the base line and camera view and usually occurs per base line. If slip =
object, planes encompassing the object (3D model) are calculated.
[0087]

At step 1650, method 1600 includes finding existing guides (e.g., existing candidate

dimension lines) on planes. FIGS. 3-4 and 14 show aspects of finding existing guides for colinear placement (as per interactive dimensioning principle 8) and storing their locations. At
1660, method 1600 includes calculating candidate dimension lines based on the calculated

planes, dimension line placement guidelines (interactive dimensioning principles), and the
existing guidelines (if they exist). If no guides exist, then the candidate dimension lines may
be computed using the silhouette (scope).
[0088]

At step 1670, method

600 includes computing and selecting a final dimension line

from the candidate dimension lines based on the dimension line placement rules and
displaying the selected dimension line adjacent to the scope.

In some cases, no suitable

candidate lines may exist adjacent to the scope and the dimension line may be placed inside
e scope adjacent to or on the corresponding base line.

[0089]

It should be appreciated that the specific steps illustrated in FIG. 16 provides a

particular method 1600 of generating a dimension line for a parametric model, according to
certain embodiments. Other sequences of steps may also be performed according to
alternative embodiments. For example, alternative embodiments may perform the steps
outlined above in a different order. Moreover, the individual steps illustrated in FIG. 16 may
include multiple sub-steps that may be performed in various sequences as appropriate to the
individual step. Furthermore, additional steps may be added or removed depending on the
particular applications. One of ordinary skill in the art would recognize and appreciate many
variations, modifications, and alternatives of the method 1600.
Silhouette Line Placement
[0090]

This section describes an approach to computing offset candidate locations

{computeWithSilhouette in Algorithm 1), given a set of base lines, B, a set of planes, P, and
camera viewpoint v, according to certain embodiments.

Although the following descriptions

describe specific steps as being performed by "we,' it should be understood that ' we" can
indicate a software algorithm performing the step, a user providing input to the step (e.g.,
providing image data, identifying a scope, etc.), or any other actor, as would be understood
by one of ordinary skill in the art.
[0091]

For each line in B, we can project it onto each plane in P, creating the pair (b, p). If

b does not lie on p , we reject the pair; otherwise we may continue to compute up to two
candidate locations outside the model silhouette per pair (b, p). Intuitively we can find the
candidates by sliding b along , self-parallel in world space, until it is outside the model s
screen space silhouette (e.g., see FIG. 15). For each input line and plane there can be w o
opposite offset directions on the plane, which create two possible candidate lines. One base
line may be processed several times if it is associated with multiple planes in P .
[0092]

The sliding calculation may proceed in two steps.

First, we can compute the

minimal offset such that the dimension line does not intersect the model, but only touches the
silhouette. Two touching points are given as

and x2

FIG. 15. Second, we offset these

minimal positions (design principle 2) by a padding distance, handleSpacing = 30 pixels.
This results in the final candidate lines

( p

and

2

in FIG. 15). In some instances, the second

step may be trivial, so focus is placed on the first step in the following.
[0093]

A detail of the minimal offset calculation is that, in the general case, extension lines

that are parallel in world space are not parallel in screen space. Furthermore, the candidate

lines may not be parallel to the base.

These issues are illustrated in FIG. 17, left, showing a

scope's base line, b-t, and possible minimal offset lines, bc-tc, with different 2D orientations
and lengths, due to perspective.

These lines share a common vanishing point, v. A model in

an orthographic projection does not have a vanishing point, but this case can be simulated by
a virtual vanishing point at a large distance.

, right, o gives the minimal offset as v-

In FIG.

o lies to the left of all the clipped distance field, only touching at .
[0094]

The minimal offset calculation

performance

can be accelerated

penalty associated with the model's

geometric

using the GPU to reduce the
complexity.

Initially w e may-

distance fields, from the four edges of the viewport (see FIG.

render four one-dimensional

18), on the GPU. For example, for the distance field form the left viewport boundary w e may
obtain one distance value for each pixel-row over the height of the viewport.

The distance

value specifies the horizontal distance from the left boundary to the model's silhouette.
[0095]

Together, the four distance fields may approximate the model silhouette.

Typically,

D distance fields are much faster to build and query than a 2D or 3D silhouette edge graph.
Additional acceleration is provided by using a binary tree to query the distance fields; at each
node in the binary tree we can store the minimum and maximum distances of each subtree.
Rays can be cast through the binary tree to identify the boundaries of the clipped silhouette,
and determine which maxima give the minimal offset.

The smallest value from each of the

four distance fields may give the global minimal offset.
any direction

(e.g., the silhouette

returned; tins can cause Algorithm
to certain embodiments
[0096]
illustrated.

Referring

intersects

If no silhouette could be found in

the viewport

boundary),

no candidate

line is

1 to position the candidate line on the base line, according

of the invention.

back to FIG.

15, the geometric

construction

of candidate

lines is

A goal is to compute the minimal translation of line (b) over the plane ( p ) so that

the candidate lines can be placed without intersecting the model silhouette (gray shape). The
final candidate lines
nearest intersection (
[0097]

and φ 2 ) may be moved by an additional padding distance beyond the

( p

.

2

).

Referring back to FIG. 17, 2D screen space offset calculations

left image, due to the perspective

are shown.

In the

projection to 2D screen space, base lines can rotate and

change length as they are offset in world space. In the right image, offset computation using
a distance field (red dashed line) clipped to the extension and base lines (red solid line) is
shown.

Referring back to FIG. 18, four distance fields to approximate the silhouette of the

[0098]

model can be computed.

One distance field is computed for each of the four viewport

boundaries. In the left image, the distance field from the left boundary is shown. In the right
image, all four distance fields approximate the model's silhouette are shown.
Finding the Final Dimension Line
A goal of this algorithm step (compute Winner in Algorithm 1) is to select a final

[0099]

dimension line from among the candidate lines computed in the previous subsection,
according to certain embodiments of the invention
We can evaluate each candidate line using the following scoring function, S, and

[0100]

select the candidate with the highest score. Intuitively this function may primarily favor the
candidate line nearest to its base line, using screen candidate line length as a tie-breaker.
Preferred alignment, temporal damping, and plane preference are relatively minor terms that
provide tie-break stability to the system.

S

Dist +

LenCandidate +

SSAlign +

Damp + X Intersect +

Plane

(1)
[0101]

In some embodiments, to convert all of the penalty functions into the same unit, we

can multiply by handleSpacing (= 30 pixels) where necessary. The components are described
here:
[0102]

Dist (

=

1 ) measures the distance of the middle point on the baseline to the

middle point on the candidate line in pixels. This is motivated by design principles 1, 2 and 5
(e.g., see above).
[0103]

LenCandidate ( λ2 = 0.02 ) measures the length of the candidate line in screen

space.

Lines foreshortened because of perspective have reduced importance (see design

principle 10).
[0104]

SSAlign ( λ3 = 3 x handleSpacing ) computes how close the screen space extension

line direction, d

, is to the preferred alignment direction, d2 (given by the property

alignment). If no preferred alignment is specified SSA lig = 0, else SSAlig

------

.dot(d 2 ): d \

, d are normalized. In the latter case, the more stable positioning during navigation may
correspond to design principle 9 .

[0105]

Damp ( λ = 0.5 x handleSpacing ) tries to enforce consistency in the candidate

selection and to avoid jumping dimension mes during navigation (see design principle 9). If
the candidate line is the same as the final line in the last frame Damp returns 1 and 0
otherwise.

This is shown, e.g., in FIG. 19, showing how the dimension line jumps as the

cube is rotated clockwise.
[0106]

Intersect (λ = -handleSpacing) returns 1 if the candidate line or its extension line

cross a previously placed dimension line or extension line, and 0 otherwise. This is a small
term to avoid, rather than exclude, intersecting lines (design principle 7).
[0107]

Plane (λ = 3

handleSpacing) returns 0 if there is no plane associated to the

candidate line or its plane is from the billboard offset behavior, 0.5 if the plane faces away
from the camera, or 1 if the plane faces towards the camera

[0108]

Note that, when using the base lines as candidate lines (after a failure to find better

candidate lines), the scoring function may favor longer lines with the specified preferred
alignment; the other terms may be irrelevant.
[0109]

Referring back to FIG.

9 from the left most figure to the right most figure, as a

base line moves away from a silhouette, the effect of damping is to give a small amount of
elasticity, meaning the line does not immediately move to the new position when the
silhouette changes (middle).

This gives the user a chance to anticipate the movement.

Without damping we snap from (left) to (right).
Advanced Dimension Line Placement
[0110]

In this section, we discuss two advanced cases of dimension line placement:

placing dimension lines for multiple scopes with the same name, and grouping dimension
lines with the same orientation and plane together. Such lines are called chained dimension

lines, as illustrated in FIG. 20.
[0111]

Multi-scope : If a model contains multiple scopes with the same name, all of these

scopes can be associated with the same parameter. It is therefore sufficient to place a single
dimension line to control the one parameter that is shared by multiple scopes. In this case,

getBaselJnes in Algorithm 1 returns all base lines for all involved scopes with the same
name, according to certain embodiments of the invention.

[0112]

Chained Dimension Lines : Chained dimension lines can indicate that several

measurements are coilinear and contiguous in world space. In certain embodiments of our
interactive system we do not demand that the chained lines are contiguous, but use the style
to indicate repeated dimensions.

The author specifies if a parameter is chained.

The

advantages of chained dimension lines are that they suggest to the user that one parameter
can affect multiple scopes in a row or grid: such grids are typical on building facades.
Another benefit is that we perform fewer computeWithSilhouette

calls {see Silhouette Line

Placement), improving speed for large grids of scopes.
[0113]

Some challenges of chained dimension line computation are that we first need to

identify which base lines lie in the same plane. Further, after projection onto the final chain
line, the chained lines may intersect, either between themselves or with existing lines.

Therefore, we can select a non-intersecting subset of base lines for projection. The algori t hm
proceeds in the following steps.
[0114]

First, given the set of base lines 2

2 for a parameter {see FIG. 20, left), we may

cluster these base lines according to i) orientation, and ii) the planes that they lie in. Given
each such cluster, we find an oriented bounding rectangle of all base lines in the plane
associated with the cluster see FIG. 20, left, dashed lines). Then we can use two sides of
these oriented bounding rectangles as the new candidate chain base lines {see FIG. 20,
middle, dashed lines), and proceed using Algorithm 1 to compute a final chain line {see FIG.
20, middle, solid line).
[0115]

The base lines within the cluster associated with the final chain line are then

projected onto the final chain line {see FIG. 20, right). In some cases, we should account for
intersections, between the lines in the cluster, and, in the case that the final chain line is a
guide line, existing final lines from other parameters.

For all base lines in the cluster

associated with the winning candidate chain line, we can project them onto the final chain
line in world space. If the space is already occupied, the line can be rejected. In case of an

intersection, the closest base line may have priority.
[0116]

We can run the clustering algorithm as a pre-processing step, and when the model

changes. The combination of chained dimension lines and snap lines can produce a compact
layout when working with tiled or repeating elements; facades are a typical example, as
shown in FIG. 21.

[0117]

Refemng o FIG. 20, chained dimension lines (2032-2036) align final lines from the

same parameter. The alignment is implemented by finding several candidate chain base lines

(2022-2024), and then finding the most suitable,

final chain line (2026). Final dimension

lines are projected onto this final chain line.
[0118]

Referring to FIG. 21, a facade with 3 parameters dimensioned using chain lines are

shown; windowsill height and window height/width. The width parameter is multiplied by a

random value to obtain various window sizes, so an indirect chain dimension line is used,
indicated by dashed gray dimension lines (top). Note how the snap guide on the left supports
two parameters on a single line.
Object Plane Locations
[0119]

Object planes can provide organization to lines with slip --object.

Previously,

complex models under extreme perspective may have created a "forest" of lines, that were
widely spread, were untidy, and difficult to interpret. Certain embodiments of the invention
pre-compute a smaller number of object planes from the base line positions. Placing the
candidate lines on these planes can result in a significantly tidier layout.
[0120]

The set of object planes, P object,

Algorithm 1 is comprised of front and back

facing partially-bounded planes that cover most of the screen. In some embodiments, to
compute the planes, we first may project all base lines onto the object's ground plane (i.e. the
xz-plane of its OBB). Second, we may compute the 2D convex hull around the resulting
points and lines on the ground plane. Third, as illustrated in FIG. 22, the hull can be extruded
to the height of the object and each face of the resulting geometry is converted into a plane.
The forward facing planes may be preferred for dimension line placement (see, e.g., Finding
the Final Dimension Line). Planes with a normal within 0.1 radians of perpendicular to the
camera s view direction can be ignored. We use this distinction between front and back
facing planes because we observe that when the front facing planes were full of lines, the
back facing planes often have remaining space.
[0121]

Referring to FIG. 22, to compute the set of object planes, we can take the 2D

convex hull of all base lines projected onto the ground plane (left, 2205). This is extruded to
the height of the object. Forward facing planes, are bounded by their neighbors (2210-2230),
as are rear facing planes (2240-2270).

[0122]

FIG. 34 shows an alternative process for finding a set of object planes, according to

certain embodiments. This process produces fewer planes as the viewpoint recedes, resulting
in a tidier layout of the dimension lines. Note that in contrast to the description above, this
algorithm recalculates

P

je

per-frame. Plane clusters are found by grouping all the potential

slip planes (from getScopPlanes in Algorithm 1) for all base lines on the model, using their
normal direction. Each cluster can contain planes with a similar normal. For each viewpoint
and base line, we select the plane cluster that is most parallel to the view-plane. Some, or all,
of the planes can then be merged depending on the viewpoint distance. A single plane from
the merged cluster is placed in

0

¾

the next nearest to the view point from the base line.

As shown in FIG. 29, as the user's viewpoint recedes, the planes are merged in the cluster.
As the planes are merged, we keep the plane nearest the camera. For example, in FIG. 34,
left, there are 3 slip planes (34 0-3430). When the viewpoint moves away a little, planes that
are close to each other merge (above, middle), and P0 bject contains the next nearest plane to
the viewpoint. When the user zooms out a long way (above, right) there is only one plane in
the cluster, and all base dimension lines are projected into it.
Algorithm Details
[0123]

n this section, we discuss the details involved in combining the algorithms of the

preceding sections.
[0124]

Parameter Order:

Design principle 6 (see Interactive Dimensioning Principles)

states that the nesting should be computed with longer dimension lines further away from the
object than shorter ones. Therefore, in some cases we sort the parameters by the average
length of their base lines in world space. A special case can be chain lines: for these we
compute the average world space length of a

the parameter's base lines.

n general, this

gives a shorter length than that of the entire chain. Given this sorted list of parameters, we
position dimension lines starting with the shortest first. Sorting by world space, rather than
screen space length allows i) frame-to-frame positioning decisions to be consistent, and ii)
pre-computation of this order.

One intuitive advantage of this ordering is that shorter

dimension lines fill irregularities in the silhouette better that long ones. Further, there is a
higher chance of extension lines intersecting dimension lines if longer dimension lines are
placed closer to the model silhouette.
[0125]

Silhouette Updating : A s we iteratively add dimension lines to the current view, we

update the silhouette of the model by modifying the distance fields, as shown in FIG. 23 .

Further, we can store a boolean value with each distance in the distance fields to indicate if
the distance was modified due to a dimension line. This can be used to encourage dimension

lines to not cross earlier final dimension lines or extension lines, via the Intersect penalty
term {see Finding the Final Dimension Line).
[0126]

Referring to FIG. 23 the left image shows a left distance field (2320) for a model,

and a base line (2310). The middle image shows the distance field after positioning the
candidate line (2330). The winning line sets the boolean flag for the region it has updated
(2335). As shown in the right image, this allows final dimension lines to avoid one another.

Interactive Editing
[0127]

The dynamic line placement can enable predictable and intuitive editing of

parameters. It is natural for users to interactively edit models with dimension lines, as they
are positioned close to the feature that they are manipulating without obscuring the model

itself.
[0128]

The arrows terminating dimension lines can be treated as handles which can be

dragged by the user. Depending on the parameter type (as shown in FIG. 5), either one or
both arrowheads are colored orange to indicate that they are a handle.
[0129]

Indirect Handles: So far, the examples above have assumed that the value of the

parameter is always equal to the length of the dimension line. There are situations, however,
in which the relationship between the dimension line length and the parameter value is

complex or indirect. A typical example is the parameter Number of Floors which controls
the height of a house, as shown, for example, in FIGS. 5-6. Here the number of floors is an
integer, while the scope size it is attached to is measured in meters (and is a function of floor
height, spacing between floors, and number of floors). Another example is a parameter that
drives the total floor area of a building, when not all floors have the same area (see FIG. 24).
[0130]

In FIG. 24, the buildings are parameterized by total floor area. Positioning the

dimension line as shown controls this parameter.

n the red case (2410) there is a linear

relationship between the line and parameter value. In the green (2430) and blue cases (2420)
there is a non-linear relationship. Indirect handles provide an appropriate line length and
editing behavior. Note the stippled dimension line, and author specified spherical decoration.
[0131]

In a static model, a scope specifies the position, orientation, and length of a base

line. During interactive dragging of a handle, the behavior of direct and indirect handles can

differ.

Direct handles can change size without waiting for the delayed asynchronous

recomputation of the model.

The size of indirect handles changes when the model is

recomputed. As the user drags an indirect handle, the model is regenerated, and the number
of scopes, and their positions, may change; a typical case is when editing the parameter

Floor Height using a dimension line in the center of the building. In this situation we use the
scope, with the same name, that is nearest to the position of the handle when the user started
dragging, to position the dragged dimension line.
[0132]

We indicate indirect parameters to users by stippling the dimension line. Indirect

handles also have applications to situations where the parameter specifies the desired spacing
between repeating elements, and the parametric model rounds this value to ensure an integer
number of elements. An example is shown in FIG. 30 by the parameter Column Spacing of
on model (encoded using a floating dimension in the repeat operation in

[0133]

Other Handle Types:

n some embodiments, the system includes other parameter

types and representations. Rotational handles control a floating point value representing an
angle, these are rendered as in FIG. 30, with optional distance field queries to move them

outside the model. Boolean handles represent a binary parameter. Range handles allow the
user to specify one discrete option from several. Color handles allow users to specify a color
parameter. Boolean, range (FIG. 30) and color handles are placed similarly to dimension
lines.
[0134]

Referring to FIG. 25, the boolean handle (a) is used to switch between a schematic

(left) and a realistic tree (middle & right). When the scope containing the realistic tree is

created, a range handle (middle, b) is shown, which can be used to change the tree type
(right).
[0135]

Rendering Handles : We use a number of techniques to improve the usability of the

handles. Visibility: Typically dimension lines that are short in screen space represent less
important features. The author can specify a minimum line screen length in pixels; below
this length, lines and handles are not shown. Handles are also hidden if they are angled
towards the view location. A modifier key shows all hidden handles. Hover behavior: If a
user hovers over a handle, it displays its current value and increases in size to emphasize that
it is editable. Animation: When several handles move from one location to another as the

view rotates, it can be hard for a user to follow them. Therefore we animate between handle
positions, visibility, and size. Animation also reduces jitter in handle locations.
[0136]

Extension Lines: For each dimension line we can draw extension lines from the top

and bottom of the handle to the corresponding base line, according to certain embodiments of
the invention. If necessary the lines are bent at the associated plane, as shown in FIG. 21. If
both the top and bottom extension lines are collinear with an existing dimension line, they are
offset slightly in a perpendicular direction for clarity, this effect is visible on the sail-width
handle of FIG. 28.
[0137]

FIG. 32 shows aspects of an alternative method for placing dimension lines on a

parametric model, according to certain embodiments.

FIG. 33 depicts an example of a

typical use of the systems described herein, according to certain embodiments.
[0138]

Results for Exemplary Embodiments

[0139]

Some embodiments of the systems described herein were evaluated on a number of

parametric models (see, e.g., FIGS. 26-31). A summary of the results are shown in Table
These models give a range of complexity (10 3 to

5

1.

polygons), domains (architecture,

engineering and botany) and number of parameters (6-23).

Specifying the handles took

between 10 and 50 minutes; the majority of this time is spent finding appropriate scopes for
each handle. Our test system was a late 2012 Core i7 iMac with a GeForce GTX 680MX
mobile graphics card, displaying a viewport resolution of 1000 x 1000. Parametric models
create a variety of geometry and scopes, therefore we chose one typical parameterization for
each model . The total number of final handles shown is typically the same as the number of
parameters, with two caveats. Firstly, this counts repeated handles for the same parameter on
a chain line only once. For example, the Candler building's Window Height parameter
16 dimension lines on a single chain line.

as

Secondly, the number ignores the effects of

handles attached to occluded scopes and those handles whose scopes are not created in this
particular parameterization. In the Boat model, for example, each mast has

a

Mast Height

parameter; some of which are only visible on larger parameterizations of the Boat.

Single
Tree
Omni
Tree
Parihenon
Boat

6

25

56 10

29

29767

8

30
28

132263
582 14

23

10

15 (0)

0

< 1 ms

459(1021)

<lms

<lms

75 (0)

0

< 1 ms

192(912)

Ims

2ms

266 (240)
37 (36)

32
24

2ms
1ms

129 (392)

1Yl ms
364ms

3ms
3ms

147(681)

TABLE 1 : EVALUATING PARAMETRIC MODELS

[0140]

Referring to Table 1, for each model we include a number of statistics, including the

total number of base lines, the number of those lines which are in a cluster, and the frames
per second measured; separate timings for the CPU and GPU implementations are given
[0141]

The system performance is always real time (66 to 495fps) when displaying

handles. The GPU generated distance fields ensure that the number of base lines and distance
queries, rather than the polygon count, determine the performance.

To illustrate this, we

implemented a CPU only solution that positioned the dimension lines by processing the
object mesh; the results are shown in the right hand columns of Table.

1.

The GPU computed

distance fields give a speedup of up to 370x compared to the CPU algorithm, with the benefit
increasing with model polygon count. Note that because of delayed buffer read-back, the
GPU implementation timings do not include the time to create the distance fields.

The

chained lines ensure that even on large facades, the performance degradation was limited,
with the byproduct of a superior user experience.
[0142]

Our decision to use scopes as the mechanism to position dimension lines and other

handles proved very flexible.

As a side effect of this decision we are able to use other

properties of the scopes; the size of the scope is used for indirect handles, while the
orientation frame is necessary to align rotational handles.

The set of scopes abstraction is

also very adaptable to a wide range of parametric systems; indeed any system capable of
outputting a named, oriented cuboid can use our dimension lines. In our implementation the
scope name and behavior options are a text annotation next to each parameter definition.
Furthermore, more than one subroutine can create scopes with a particular name, avoiding the
rigid hierarchies of, for example, CGAShape. To hide a dimension line, all that is required is
that the parametric model not create the scope to which the line is attached. Only three of our
example models required additional scopes to be created, beyond those that the models'
original authors created.

In these cases it was possible to create intermediate or invisible

scopes that had no effect on the geometry.

[0143]

Referring to FIGS. 26a-e, parametric models illustrate a ' Helix House." In each

figure, the top view illustrates world space static dimension line positions, and the bottom
view illustrates how embodiments of the invention create dimension lines that are visible,
usable, and consistent with design principles at a wide range of angles and fields of view.
[0144]

Because dimension lines are typically larger and have more positioning constraints

than previously published label positioning systems, temporal coherence can be an issue from

frame-to-frame.

There is an inherent conflict between a good per-frame solution and a

temporally good solution: this trade-off is made with the damping term, Damp, as discussed
above.
[0145]

Clearly identifying the direction and affected geometry makes it easier for novice

users of parametric models.

For example, novice users were confronted with the task of

adjusting the size of the Candler building's roof!ine (FIG. 31). They were able to manipulate
tlie Cornice Overhang handle, despite not knowing the technical term cornice. The number

and range of handles also gives a quick and easy indication of the ways in which a parametric
model may be manipulated.

This proved useful when discussing with users how much

variety a particular parametric model is able to create. There was a limit to these parameter
identification benefits: we created the 0mm Tree model of FIG. 29 to explore a system in
which many base lines with many orientations were positioned in a compact space, without
the benefit of planes.

The system is able to position the many conflicting handles at

interactive speeds, but only experienced users can consistently identify which dimension lines
controls which trees.
[0146]

Referring to FIG. 27, a "Spring Lever" is shown. On the left: a) type=spherical

diametric, slip=billboard: b) rotational, none: c) linear center, billboard; d&g) linear contour,
scope; e) radial, billboard; f) diametric, billboard. In the middle: base lines (blue). On the
right: changing the configuration of the model causes the dimension lines to recalculate their

positions.
[0147]

Referring to FIG. 28, a "Boat" is shown. The object planes allow the large number

of parameters on this model of a galleon to remain clear and distinct.
[0148]

Referring to FIG. 29, an "Omni Tree" is shown. Whe there are many dimension

lines it is difficult to understand their behavior.
Figure

create 5 different trees.

Here 3 repeated sets of parameters from

[0149]

Referring to FIG. 30, an image of Parthenon, Athens, Greece is shown. On the left:

as we zoom into the model, it becomes impossible to position dimension lines outside. We
see that dimension lines d (column spacing) and e (column radius) are positioned on their

base lines

n addition, short lines with a minimum display length (i) become visible. Also of

note are the three chained dimension lines (def). Near the right, an orthographic top view is
shown. On the far right, base line positions are shown.
[0150]

Referring to FIG. 31, the "Candler Building, Georgia, USA" is shown. On the left:

a three quarters perspective view. In the middle left, dimension lines are positioned inside
when zoomed in. In the middle right, an orthographic top view is shown. On the right, an
orthographic side view is shown.
Conclusions
[0151]

Embodiments of the invention relate to a system for the interactive positioning of

dimension lines. We give a set of design principles for interactive dimensioning and provide
an algorithmic framework incorporating these principles.

We describe how an author can

specify the interactive behavior of dimension lines. An algorithm uses this description to
select the final dimension line positions from among candidate positions.

Further, we

describe multiple extensions, including chained dimension lines, indirect parameters,
different handle types (e.g. boolean and rotational handles), and the use of dimension lines
for interactive editing. We demonstrate that our framework provides interactive frame rates
when editing architectural, botanical, and mechanical models.
[0152]

It should be understood that any number of enhancements, modifications, and

applications are possible, as would be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art. For
instance, some embodiments may extend the use of the GPU to accelerate our algorithms
further. Some embodiments may explore the applications of interactive dimension lines to
touch screen devices and examine the use of dimension lines in image editing.

Other

implementations are anticipated.
[0153]

Sample Embodiments of System Architectures

[0154]

FIG. 35 illustrates a computer system 3500 for performing interactive dimensioning

of parametric models, according to certain embodiments of the invention.

The image

processing, algorithms, and methods described herein can be implemented within a computer
system such as computer sy stem 3500 shown here.

Computer system 3500 can be

implemented as any of various computing devices, including, e.g., server(s), a desktop or
laptop computer, tablet computer, smart phone, personal digital assistant (PDA), or any other
type of computing device, not limited to any particular form factor. Computer system 3500
can include processing unit(s) 3530, storage subsystem 35 10, input devices 3550 (e.g.,
keyboards, mice, touchscreens, etc.), output devices 3560 (e.g., displays, speakers, tactile
output devices, etc.), network interface 3570 (e.g., RF, 4G, EDGE, WiFi, GPS, Ethernet,
etc.), and bus 3505 to communicatively couple the various elements of sy stem 3500 to one
another.
[0155]

Processing unit(s) 3530 can include a single processor, multi-core processor, or

multiple processors and may execute instructions in hardware, firmware, or software, such as
instmctions stored in storage subsystem 35 10.

The storage subsystem 35 0 can include

various memory units such as a system memory, a read only memory (ROM), and permanent
storage device(s) (e.g., magnetic, solid state, or optical media, flash memory, etc.).

The

ROM can store static data and instructions required by processing unit(s) 3530 and other
modules of the system 3500. The system memory can store some or all of the instructions
and data that the processor needs at runtime.
[0156]

In some embodiments, storage subsystem 35 10 can store one or more of data or

software programs to be executed or controlled by processing unit(s) 3530, such as
interactive dimensioning rules data 35 2, dimension line properties data 35 4, or parametric
model data 35 16, as further described above.

As mentioned, "software" can refer to

sequences of instructions that, when executed by processing unit(s) 3530, cause computer
system 3500 to perform certain operations of the software programs. The instructions can be
stored as firmware residing in read only memory and/or applications stored in media storage
that can be read into memory for processing by processing unit(s) 3530. Software can be
implemented as a single program or a collection of separate programs and can be stored in
non-volatile storage and copied in whole or in part to volatile working memory during
program execution.

From storage subsystem 35 10, processing unit(s) 3530 can retrieve

program instructions to execute in order to execute various operations (e.g., interpolations)
described herein.
[0157]

It will be appreciated that computer system 3500 is illustrative and that variations

and modifications are possible.

Computer system 3500 ca

have other capabilities not

specifically described here in detail (e.g., GTS technologies). Further, while computer system

3500 is described with reference to particular blocks, it is to be understood that these blocks
are defined for convenience of description and are not intended to imply a particular physical

arrangement of component parts.
distinct components.

Further, the blocks need not correspond to physically

Blocks can be configured to perform various operations, e.g., by

programming a processor or providing appropriate control circuitry, and various blocks might
or might not be reconfigurable depending on how the initial configuration is obtained.
Embodiments of the present invention can be realized in a variety of apparatus including
electronic devices implemented using any combination of circuitry and software.
[0158]

Aspects of system 3500 may be implemented in many different configurations. In

some embodiments, system 3500 may be configured as a distributed system where one or

more components of system 3500 are distributed over one or more networks in the cloud
(remote Internet servers).
[0159]

FIG. 36 depicts a simplified diagram of a distributed system 3600 for providing a

system and method for interactive dimensioning of parametric models, according to certain
embodiments of the invention.

In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 36, system 3600 is

provided on a server 3602 that is communicatively coupled with one or more remote client
devices 3610, 3620, 3630 via network 3606 (e.g., a cloud pipeline).
[0160]

Network 3606 may include one or more communication networks, which could be

the Internet (cloud), a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), a wireless or

wired network, an Intranet, a private network, a public network, a switched network, or any
other suitable communication network or combination thereof. Network 3606 may include
many interconnected systems and communication links including but not restricted to
hardwire links, optical links, satellite or other wireless communications links, wave
propagation links, or any communication protocol Various communication protocols may be
used to facilitate communication of information via network 3606, including but not
restricted to TCP/IP, HTTP protocols, extensible markup language (XML), wireless
application

protocol

(WAP),

protocols

under

development

by

industry

standard

organizations, vendor-specific protocols, customized protocols, and others as would be
appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art.
[0161]

In the configuration depicted in FIG. 36, server 3602 is remotely located from client

devices 3610, 3620, 3630. In some embodiments, server 3602 may perform the methods of
determining (or interpolating) a population over a geographic area described herein. In some

embodiments, the services provided by server 3602 may be offered as web-based or cloud
services or under a Software as a Service (SaaS) model, as would be appreciated by one of
ordinary skill in the art
[0162]

The cloud servers in one embodiment provide multiple instantiations of the

processing program, or elements of the processing program, on one or more servers.
[0163]

The various embodiments further can be implemented in a wide variety of operating

environments, which in some cases can include one or more user computers, computing
devices or processing devices, which can be used to operate any of a number of applications.
User or client devices can include any of a number of general puipose personal computers,
such as desktop or laptop computers running a standard operating system, as well as cellular,
wireless and handheld devices running mobile software and capable of supporting a number
of networking and messaging protocols. Such a system also can include a number of
workstations running any of a variety of commercially available operating systems and other
known applications for purposes such as development and database management. These
devices also can include other electronic devices, such as dummy terminals, thin-clients,
gaming systems and other devices capable of communicating via a network.
[0164]

Most embodiments utilize at least one network that would be familiar to those

skilled in the art for supporting communications using any of a variety of commercially
available protocols, such as TCP/IP, UDP, OS , FTP, UPnP, NFS, C1FS, and the like. The
network can be, for example, a local area network, a wide-area network, a virtual private
network, the Internet, an intranet, an extranet, a public switched telephone network, an
infrared network, a wireless network, and any combination thereof.
[0165]

In embodiments utilizing a network server, the network server can run any of a

variety of server or mid-tier applications, including HTTP servers, FTP servers, CGI servers,
data servers, Java servers, and business application servers. The server(s) also may be capable
of executing programs or scripts in response to requests from user devices, such as by
executing one or more applications that may be implemented as one or more scripts or
programs written in any programming language, including but not limited to Java*, C, C# or
C++, or any scripting language, such as Peri, Python or TCL, as well as combinations thereof.
The server(s) may also include database servers, including without limitation those

commercially available from Oracle*', Microsoft ®, Sybase ®' and IBM*'.

[0166]

The environment can include a variety of data stores and other memory and storage

media as discussed above. These can reside in a variety of locations, such as on a storage
medium local to (and/or resident in) one or more of the computers or remote from any or all
of the computers across the network. In a particular set of embodiments, the information may

reside in a storage-area network (SAN) familiar to those skilled in the art. Similarly, any
necessary files for performing the functions attributed to the computers, servers or other
network devices may be stored locally and/or remotely, as appropriate. Where a sy stem
includes computerized devices, each such device can include hardware elements thai may be
electrically coupled via a bus, the elements including, for example, at least one central
processing unit (CPU), at least one input device (e.g., a mouse, keyboard, controller, touch
screen or keypad), and at least one output device (e.g., a display device, printer or speaker).
Such a system may also include one or more storage devices, such as disk drives, optical
storage devices, and solid-state storage devices such as RAM or ROM, as well as removable
media devices, memory cards, flash cards, etc.
[0167]

Such devices also can include a computer-readable storage media reader, a

communications device (e.g., a modem, a network card (wireless or wired), an infrared
communication device, etc.), and working memory as described above. The computerreadable storage media reader can be connected with, or configured to receive, a nontransitory computer-readable

storage medium, representing remote, local, fixed, and/or

removable storage devices as well as storage media for temporarily and/or more permanently
containing, storing, transmitting, and retrieving computer-readable information. The system
and various devices also typically will include a number of software applications, modules,
services or other elements located within at least one working memory device, including an

operating system and application programs, such as a client application or browser t should
be appreciated that alternate embodiments may have numerous variations from that described

above. For example, customized hardware might also be used and/or particular elements
might be implemented in hardware, software (including portable software, such as applets) or
both. Further, connection to other computing devices such as network input/output devices
may be employed.
[0168]

No -transitory storage media and computer-readable storage media for containing

code, or portions of code, can include any appropriate media known or used in the art such as,
but not limited to, volatile and non-volatile, removable and non-removable

media

implemented in any method or technology for storage of information such as computer-

readable instructions, data structures, program modules or other data, including RAM, ROM,
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM), flash memory or other
m mory technology, CD-ROM, DVD or other optical storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic
tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices or any other medium which can
be used to store the desired information and which can be accessed by a system device. Based
on the disclosure and teachings provided herein, a person of ordinary skill in the art will
appreciate other ways and/or methods to implement the various embodiments. However,
computer-readable storage media does not include transitory media such as carrier waves or
the like.
[0169]

The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative

rather than a restrictive sense. t will, however, be evident that various modifications and
changes may be made thereunto without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the
disclosure as set forth in the claims.
[0170]

Other variations are within the spirit of the present disclosure. Thus, while the

disclosed techniques are susceptible to various modifications and alternative constructions,
certain illustrated embodiments thereof are shown in the drawings and have been described
above in detail. It should be understood, however, that there is no intention to limit the
disclosure to the specific form or forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the intention is to
cover all modifications, alternative constructions and equivalents falling within the spirit and
scope of the disclosure, as defined in the appended claims.
[0

1]

The use of the terms "a" and "an" and "the" and similar referents in the context of

describing the disclosed embodiments (especially in the context of the following claims) are
to be construed to cover both the singular and the plural, unless otherwise indicated herein or
clearly contradicted by context. The terms "comprising," "having," "including," and
"containing" are to be construed as open-ended terms (i.e., meaning "including, but not
limited to,") unless otherwise noted. The term "connected" is to be constmed as partly or
wholly contained within, attached to, or joined together, even if there is something
intervening. The phrase "based on" should be understood to be open-ended, and not limiting
in any way, and is intended to be interpreted or otherwise read as "based at least in part on,"

where appropriate. Recitation of ranges of values herein are merely intended to serve as a
shorthand method of referring individually to each separate value falling within the range,
unless otherwise indicated herein, and each separate value is incorporated into the

specification as if it were individually recited herein. All methods described herein can be
performed in any suitable order unless otherwise indicated herein or otherwise clearlycontradicted by context. The use of any and all examples, or exemplary language (e.g., "such
as") provided herein, is intended merely to better illuminate embodiments of the disclosure
and does not pose a limitation on the scope of the disclosure unless otherwise claimed. No
language in the specification should be constraed as indicating any non-claimed element as
essential to the practice of the disclosure.

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:
1.

A computer-implemented method comprising:

receiving image data corresponding to a three-dimensional (3D) parametric
model;
receiving a selection of a scope of the 3D model;
receiving a selection of one or more base lines for the scope;
determining a slip type for the scope;
calculating planes of the scope based on:
the one or more base lines; and
the slip type;

calculating candidate dimension lines based on:
the calculated planes; and
dimension line placement guidelines;
selecting a dimension line of the candidate dimension lines based on

dimension line placement rules; and
displaying the selected dimension line adjacent to the scope, the selected
dimension line corresponding to the selected one or more base lines.
2.

The computer-implemented method of claim 1 wherein the scope

further includes a type, the method further comprising:
receiving a selection of the type of scope including one of:
a in ear contour type ;
a linear center ty e;
a diametric type;
a radial type;
a spherical diametric type; and
a spherical radial type,
wherein the selection of the one or more base lines for the 3D model is
based on the type of scope.
3.

The computer-implemented method of claim 2 wherein the type

includes an orientation, and wherein the selection of the one or more base lines for the 3D
model is further based on the orientation of the type.

4.

The computer-implemented method of claim 1 further comprising:

determining when the scope is not visible in a current orientation of the 3D
model; and
removing the placed dimension line until the scope becomes visible.
5.

The computer-implemented method of claim 1 further comprising:

identifying an existing dimension line associated with the 3D model, wherein
selecting the dimension line of the candidate dimension lines is further based on whether the

existing dimension line is placed in a linear relationship with any of the candidate dimension
lines.
6.

The computer-implemented method of claim 1 wherein the slip type

includes one of:
a scope slip type causing the calculated planes to directly correspond to the
scope;

a billboard slip type causing the calculated planes to directly correspond to a
current camera view of the 3D model; or
an object slip type causing the calculated planes to directly correspond to

dimensions of the 3D model.
7.

The computer-implemented method of claim 1 wherein the dimension

line placement guidelines include one or more of the following:

dimension lines placed outside of 3D model where possible;
dimension lines maintain a minimum defined distance from the 3D model and
existing dimension lines;
dimension lines located in planes which they apply or normal to a viewing
direction of the 3D model;

dimension lines are only shown for visible features;
avoid placement of intersecting dimension lines; and
group co-linear dimension lines where possible.
8.

The computer-implemented method of claim i wherein the calculating

planes of the 3D model, the calculating candidate dimension lines, and the selecting of the
dimension line is performed and dynamically updated in real-time as the 3D model is rotated
in a 3D environment.

9.

The computer-implemented method of claim 1 further comprising:

displaying a user-manipulatable handle on the selected dimension line, the
handle to dynamically control a lengtli of the one or more base lines in real-time;
receiving a user input corresponding to a movement of the handle; and
manipulating the shape of the 3D model based on the movement of the handle
10.

A computer-implemented system comprising:

one or more processors; and
one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage mediums containing

instructions configured to cause the one or more processors to perform operations including:
receiving image data corresponding to a three-dimensional (3D) parametric
model;
receiving a selection of a scope of the 3D model;
receiving a selection of one or more base lines for the scope;
determining a slip type for the scope;
calculating planes of the scope based on:
the one or more base tines; and

the slip type;
calculating candidate dimension lines based on:
the calculated planes; and
dimension line placement guidelines;
selecting a dimension line of the candidate dimension lines based on

dimension line placement rules; and
displaying the selected dimension line adjacent to the 3D parametric model,
the selected dimension line corresponding to the selected one or more base lines.
11.

The system of claim 10 wherein the scope further includes a type, the

system further comprising instructions configured to cause the one or more processors to

perform operations including:
receiving a selection of the type of scope including one of:
a linear contour type;
a 1inear center type ;
a diametric type;
a radial type;

a spherical diametric type: and
a spherical radial type,
wherein the selection of the one or more base lines for the 3D model is
based on the type of scope.
12.

The system of claim

wherein the type includes an orientation, and

wherein the selection of the one or more base lines for the 3D model is further based on the
orientation of the type .
13.

The system of claim 10 further comprising instructions configured to

cause the one or more processors to perform operations including:

determining when the scope is not visible in a current orientation of the 3D
model: and

removing the placed dimension line until the scope becomes visible.
14.

The system of claim 10 further comprising instructions configured to

cause the one or more processors to perform operations including:

identifying an existing dimension line associated with the 3D model, wherein
selecting the dimension line of the candidate dimension lines is further based on whether the

existing dimension line is placed in a linear relationship with any of the candidate dimension
lines.
15.

The system of claim

wherein the slip type includes one of:

a scope slip type causing the calculated planes to directly correspond to the
scope;

a billboard slip type causing the calculated planes to directly coirespond to a
current camera view of the 3D model; or
an object slip type causing the calculated planes to directly correspond to

dimensions of the 3D model.
16.

The system of claim 1 wherein the dimension line placement

guidelines include one or more of the following:
dimension lines placed outside of 3D model where possible;
dimension lines maintain a minimum defined distance from the 3D model and
existing dimension lines;

dimension lines located in planes which they apply or normal to a viewing
direction of the 3D model;
dimension lines are only shown for visible features;
avoid placement of intersecting dimension lines; and
gro
7.

co-linear dimension lines where possible.
The system of claim 10 wherein the calculating planes of the 3D

model, the calculating candidate dimension lines, and the selecting of the dimension line is
performed and dynamically updated in real-time as the 3D model is rotated in a 3D
environment.
18 .

The system of claim 10 further comprising instructions configured to

cause the one or more processors to perform operations including:
displaying a user-manipulatabie handle on the selected dimension line, the
handle to dynamically control a length of the one or more base Sines in real-time;
receiving a user input corresponding to a movement of the handle; and
manipulating the shape of the 3D model based on the movement of the handle.
19 .

A computer-implemented method comprising:

receiving image data corresponding to a three-dimensional (3D) parametric
model:
displaying a dimension line adjacent to the parametric model, the dimension
line corresponding to a base line on the parametric model, wherein the dimension line is
positioned to avoid obscuring the parametric model:
receiving a user input corresponding to a change in a viewpoint of the 3D
parametric model;
changing the orientation of the 3D parametric model based on the user input;
and
repositioning the dimension line in real-time as the orientation of the 3D
parametric model is changed, wherein the dimension line is positioned such that it does not
obscure the parametric model.
20.

The method of claim 19 further comprising:

displaying a user-controllable handle on the dimension line to control a length
of the corresponding base line;

receiving a user input corresponding to a user-manipulaiion of the handle on
the dimension line: and

changing the shape of the 3D parametric model based on the user input.

